
New Pool?Posted by jolene - 2021/10/08 16:29_____________________________________Can we expect the new tour to post with pics??============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by RubinCarter - 2021/10/17 21:16_____________________________________well.. a new pool for the upcoming tour would be very nice...============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by tbc - 2021/10/17 23:35_____________________________________It's coming!============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by stackalee - 2021/10/18 01:46_____________________________________How about picks for who's gonna be in the band?============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by up to you - 2021/10/18 03:36_____________________________________My girlfriend told me that Charlie Sexton is on tour with Elvis Costello right now. I haven't verified it but even if he is... he would surely switch out to Bob when needed?============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by stackalee - 2021/10/19 04:01_____________________________________Various sites have people saying Charlie is doing the whole tour with elvis.  A guy claims to have talked to Charlie after the show in Cincy and he confirmed.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JoJo1956 - 2021/10/19 12:32_____________________________________& Tony is also on tour probably with someone else, maybe the Shadow Kingdom crew will in fact be the new background musicians. i still need a name for the tour. another friend sent songgroups============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by Triumph - 2021/10/21 14:00_____________________________________JoJo1956 wrote: i still need a name for the tour.Bob gave name to the tour:http://www.bobdylan.com/on-tour/:P============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by up to you - 2021/10/22 07:14_____________________________________How about the "Farewell, Good Luck, I Gave You All I Had" Tour.the "I Loved You Too---- but you never knew it because you were so busy loving me " Tour....The" 2021 t0 2024" Tour sounds beautiful!!!  Let's do that!============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by tbc - 2021/10/22 16:10_____________________________________up to you wrote:How about the "Farewell, Good Luck, I Gave You All I Had" Tour.Great Choice, I'll run with that.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by RubinCarter - 2021/10/24 09:12_____________________________________like that..think we can go with that..thanks!============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JimJonesin - 2021/10/24 14:21_____________________________________Any Joker tips??? edit: Went with Gonna Change My Way.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by stackalee - 2021/10/24 16:18_____________________________________I went with summer days, as it was played somewhat recent.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by yccmzimmy - 2021/10/24 20:17_____________________________________Thanks Jojo for this new poool!!! B) B) B)============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by up to you - 2021/10/25 03:17_____________________________________Spot on, yccmzimmy.  Thanks indeed to JoJo.  It's nice and cool to see so many old Bob fans online right now ..... because of JoJo starting a new pool.Well. good luck to all in the pool and God bless Bob.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by BobLandy - 2021/10/25 18:16_____________________________________Itâ€™s good to be back. Cheers.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by Derek - 2021/10/26 23:55_____________________________________Can I be annoying and point out that Soon After Midnight is in two groups with differing points...============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JimJonesin - 2021/10/27 07:34_____________________________________What do people think of the generous points offered for rough and rowdy ways tracks? They're great value but if everyone takes them it's all moot============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by Derek - 2021/10/27 20:31_____________________________________Bob does have a bit of a history of ignoring songs from new albums, so it's all a bit of a punt...============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JimJonesin - 2021/10/27 21:24_____________________________________Oh for sure, I tried that after Tempest came out, took nothing from the new release and actually led the pool for a while as he didn't dip into it until the last leg.It may be a brilliant play to avoid the R&RW tracks as they are SO wordy, can he really pull them off live?============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by stackalee - 2021/10/27 22:38_____________________________________You don't call it the rough and rowdy ways world tour if you're gonna ignore the songs off rough and rowdy ways.  Even bob.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JimJonesin - 2021/10/28 08:55_____________________________________Yet he subtitled Shadow Kingdom 'the early songs of Bob dylan'============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by stackalee - 2021/10/28 14:20_____________________________________If your career is 1962 to 2021, anything before 92 is early============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JoJo1956 - 2021/10/28 14:43_____________________________________Derek wrote:Can I be annoying and point out that Soon After Midnight is in two groups with differing points...i didn't see that ... too late now ...============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JoJo1956 - 2021/10/28 14:46_____________________________________JimJonesin wrote:What do people think of the generous points offered for rough and rowdy ways tracks? They're great value but if everyone takes them it's all mooti don't think he goes much for the rough n rowdy tracks, the songs are too long, considering Charlie & Tony have been with other musicians on tour who knows if the masked & anonymous musicians from the shadow will not in effect be his new touring band, that would mean mostly the old songs.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JoJo1956 - 2021/10/28 14:47_____________________________________at least the "online" list is longer than usual for a change :-)============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by stackalee - 2021/10/28 14:54_____________________________________Hopefully after 7 years of being overplayed, the songs from tempest are shown the door and it won't be an issue============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JimJonesin - 2021/10/30 01:08_____________________________________OMFG Jojo ur right. My stomach just dropped. Those songs are more like sketches too============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JimJonesin - 2021/10/30 18:53_____________________________________stackalee wrote:If your career is 1962 to 2021, anything before 92 is earlyTechnically. It was still a troll============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by headfullofideas - 2021/10/30 23:29_____________________________________I thought the exact same thing about the Love And Theft songs. I was so wrong.============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by Nutopia - 2021/11/02 05:54_____________________________________Thanks to the Admins for all the work getting this setup! The return to normalcy is finally starting to feel a bit more real :woohoo:============================================================================Re:New Pool?Posted by JoJo1956 - 2021/11/02 08:32_____________________________________i might have to correct the showstart later on, doesn't look right at the moment, looks like European time.i will be out for a greater part of the day, i look into things later on.============================================================================
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